Networks, Applications and Device Testing
Telecom

Evolving technologies has led to the transformation of the telecom industry into sophisticated device and
network platforms, catering to the demands of next generation converged application and services. Thanks
to customer’s consequent needs, several new technologies and products are being introduced and used. It is
very important in this scenario that these different network topologies and applications are thoroughly
tested and verified before deployment. With a dependable technology partner, this is possible.
We offer solutions on Networks, Applications and Device Testing, helping service providers, equipment and
platform vendors like you to validate and verify complex end-to-end network infrastructure, new access
technologies and applications. Apart from developing next generation applications, supporting existing
applications, we ensure reduced-time-to market for products and solution deployment.
Our Offerings

n

Device Verification and Validation Testing

Technological developments in the Telecom industry are
increasingly giving rise to the need for innovative and affordable
services. As your enterprise launches new services and looks for
rapid ROI, you need to address issues of network flexibility, rapid
service development, and operational efficiency. The presence of a
rigorous test process is extremely necessary to ensure that the best
quality solution gets marketed within a reduced time line.

n

Application Testing and Integration

n

Interoperability Testing for Network Equipments

n

Functional, Load, Regression Testing of Network Equipments
and Devices

With our expertise in the Wireline, Wireless and Networking
domains, we offer end-to-end consultancy, aided by our in-house
test frameworks. Our framework based solutions are well-tested and
help validate, deploy and manage these hosts of new technologies.
Some of our frameworks and assets, which emerge from our various
innovation labs, are JTest Automate, a test automation tool; SIPPER,
which improves product quality; Netsniffer has improved
debugging and network monitoring capabilities; ScriptGen reduces
test cycle time and improves
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test coverage; and SmarTest, a Test Management and Automation
Manager that improves test accuracy. These tools, incorporated with
our testing offerings ensure controlled costs, streamlined and
improved service delivery, and sustained competitive advantage:
n

Network Integration Testing, End-to-End Network Testing,
Live Testing

Test Automation

VV&T Outsourcing

+

www.tcs.com

How customers benefit
Speed-to-market, cost-effective asset-based solutions – there's a lot
to gain from our end-to-end value chain coverage and presence in
multiple regulatory regimes. We provide you with complete Telecom
solutions and as your trusted advisors, guide you with our thorough
understanding of technology to benefit from:
n

Capability to run large programs

n

Rich Telecom domain experience from servicing some of the
largest operators across the globe

n

Flexible engineering resource management

n

Proven program management abilities with the skill to program
manage technology partners

n

Innovative solutions based on a good mix of R&D assets and COTS

n

Dedicated solutions providers: As a consulting and technology
partner, we, after a thorough market analysis, define the strategic
way forward for various products, through our consultancy
solutions. Our Managed Services with Product Sustenance, New
Feature Enhancements and Product Engineering for existing
products also provide the much-required competitive edge.

Why TCS

n

Strong vendor partnerships and alliances: Deep product
engineering engagements with Test & Measurement and platform
vendors, provide us early access to and expertise in upcoming
technologies and help us test complex solutions for carriers. Also
putting us in an advantageous position is our relationship with all
the service areas of telecom. These strong partnerships facilitate
early go-to-market, and strengthen our global presence with our
Global Delivery Network ModelTM.
Our alliance with standard bodies and forums also make us strong
technology change management partners.

n

Focus on R&D: Centers of Excellence (CoE), labs, R&D capabilities
in niche technology areas such as packet networks (IMS, IP
transformation), Wireless technologies (WiMax, HsxPA/LTE) and
Handset CoE, have kept us abreast of evolving technology and
industry developments, helping us work in the interest of the
industry and its consumers.

Contact
To know more about our Networks, Applications and Device Testing
contact global.telecom@tcs.com

About Tata Consultancy Services (TCS)
Tata Consultancy Services is an IT services, consulting and business
solutions organization that delivers real results to global business,
ensuring a level of certainty no other firm can match.
TCS offers a consulting-led, integrated portfolio of IT and IT-enabled
infrastructure, engineering and assurance services. This is delivered
through its unique Global Network Delivery ModelTM, recognized as
the benchmark of excellence in software development. A part of the
Tata Group, India’s largest industrial conglomerate, TCS has a global
footprint and is listed on the National Stock Exchange and Bombay
Stock Exchange in India.
For more information, visit us at www.tcs.com
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Through our constant innovation, proven methodologies and
delivery architecture for process improvements, we promise
enhanced end-customer experience across geographies. Our testing
capabilities are also strengthened by:

